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Columbia University Scientists Helped:

16 Ordinary Americans
Melt Off 1 Pound of Fat, Every 8 Days…

by Eating ‘Morning Oil’ Muffins for 
Breakfast.

[VSL SCRIPT STARTS]

[OPENING LINES VERSION 1]

Columbia University scientists recently helped 16 Ordinary Americans 
melt off 1 pound of fat… every 8 days… like clockwork…

By simply eating breakfast muffins made with a special ‘Morning 
Oil’. [1]

So if you feel anything like I used to feel…

Where I was sick of struggling with my weight, every single day…

Acting like my fat didn’t bother me… 

And pretending I was ‘OKAY’ with the body I had, then…

You’ll want to pay close attention to this 
groundbreaking fat-loss study’s conclusive 

results…

That showed how the 16 ordinary Americans eating these ‘Morning Oil’ 
Muffins…

… lost 56% more weight, and…

… burned over 6 & ½ times more belly fat… 

… compared to the control group eating muffins without this Morning Oil.

This groundbreaking study was led by Human Nutrition expert, Marie-
Pierre St-Onge, Ph.D. …

And the fantastic fat-loss results have been verified by, and published in, the 
peer-reviewed American Journal of Clinical Nutrition.
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Proving that it really is possible to drop 1 pound of fat, every 8 days, with this 
‘Morning Oil’.

You’ll see exactly how it works in this video…

Along with a faster way you can burn fat with this ‘Morning Oil’… even 
without spending time baking muffins.

[/OPENING LINES VERSION 1 ENDS]

[OPENING LINES VERSION 2]

How would you like to wake up to the comforting & relaxing smell of home-
baked breakfast muffins each morning?

And better still…

Enjoy their deliciously chocolate taste 100% guilt free!

You take a bite of the warm, moist muffin…

And in that moment…

You’re overcome with feelings of satisfaction, confidence, and appreciation…

Because you know these are no ordinary muffins…

These delicious breakfast muffins are your secret to melting of pounds of fat 
with ease.

For some people, that may sound like a fantasy…

But I’m excited to share the news that it could soon be your reality…

And it’s all thanks to one secret ingredient inside these breakfast muffins.

A delicious ‘Morning Oil’.

In fact…

It’s the same ‘Morning Oil’ that was used in a groundbreaking Columbia 
University fat-loss study…

Where 16 ordinary Americans ate these muffins to…

… burn off 1 pound of fat, every 8 days, like clockwork.

[/OPENING LINES VERSION 2 ENDS]
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Now losing 1 pound of fat every 8 days might not sound like much… 

But it adds up quickly.

Especially when it’s as easy as eating muffins for 
breakfast.

In about 2 weeks, you’d be down 2 pounds, and your favorite dress or skinny 
jeans will fit more comfortably again.

Then in about a month, you’d be down almost 4 pounds… 

That’s the point where you’ll wake up one morning and notice a slimmer face 
in the mirror...

Your energy, vitality, and elasticity of your skin will start to feel restored…

And you’ll feel a surge of confidence in knowing you’re finally regaining 
control of your body and your life…

Then within 6 weeks…

You’ll be down over 5 pounds. That’s the point when friends and family start 
noticing.

“What are you doing to lose weight?” they’ll ask.

“Practically nothing,” you’ll be able to reply.

Because as these Ivy League scientists have 
recently discovered…

This little-known ‘Morning Oil’ does almost all of the hard work for 
you…

Because it gets absorbed into your body so fast…

It tricks your fat-cells into thinking you’ve consumed a mountain of food…

And activates a weird metabolic hack that practically forces you to burn 
fat from all over your body [2] …

And that’s WITHOUT even having to exercise more, give up your favorite 
foods…

… or make any big changes to your diet.
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As a certified health and fitness expert…

… I’ll be the first to admit this sounded almost too good to be true.

My name is Andrea Taylor…

And after gaining 30 pounds of flab in my senior 
year of high school [3] …

… to later losing all that weight and becoming a 
professional bikini bodybuilding competitor…

[INSERT PHOTO OF ANDREA COMPETING IN BODYBUILDING AND 
PHOTO OF ANDREA IN SENIOR YEAR OF HIGH SCHOOL IS WE HAVE A 

PIC OF THIS.]

I thought I knew everything there was to know about losing weight.

So when I first came across this new fat-loss breakthrough…

… I was shocked and humbled by just how effective it was.

And how it’s already helping thousands of people, with all kinds of body types, 
achieve their body-weight goals with surprising ease.

I’m confident this breakthrough is unlike anything you’ll have ever seen or 
heard of before…

… because the research behind it is so new.

Yet more studies are now starting to appear from famous universities all over 
the world…

Including McGill University in Canada, Oxford Brookes University in England, 
and the University of Geneva in Switzerland [4], [5], [6]…

And they are all confirming the same amazing results.

This ‘Morning Oil’ replicates the effects of a long-
lost fat-burning gene… forcing your body to burn 

as much fat as it can.

Keeping your body locked in fat-burning mode day after day…

Helping you to keep fat away permanently…

Meaning you can feel more attractive and body-confident in even your most 
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slim-fitting clothes…
  
And in just a few minutes from now…

⦁ I'm going to share how these Columbia University doctors shocked 
even themselves when they helped 16 ordinary Americans lose 1 
lb. per week just by eating muffins.

⦁ Plus, how to defeat the biological boobytrap that keeps fat clinging 
to your body, no matter how hard you diet or exercise…

⦁ You’ll also see how a long-lost fat-burning gene holds the key to 
kickstarting your easy fat loss…

⦁ And finally, I’m even going to be sharing the delicious ‘Morning Oil’ 
Muffin recipe that helped those 16 Ordinary Americans burn nearly 1 
pound of fat per week… 

… and an even easier shortcut if you don’t feel like baking muffins.

That’s why I urge you to invest just a few minutes…

And watch today’s video presentation in full while you can…

So you can start reaping the same fat-loss rewards of these tasty muffins for 
yourself… [1]

All from the comfort of your own home, without having to wait another 
moment longer.

And even without even having to bake muffins if you’re short on time.

So as I mentioned, my name is Andrea Taylor…

I’m a mother of 4 amazing kids, and a certified personal trainer and sports 
nutritionist.

I’ve been featured in major health magazines including FLEX, Muscle & 
Fitness, and Ironman.

And I own a gym in Southern California…

Where I help women & men of all ages, shapes, and sizes achieve 
bodies they love and can be proud of.

I’m excited by the massive transformations I’ve helped thousands of people 
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achieve through my career in fitness and nutrition.

But what I want to share with you today is NOT a workout routine…

And it’s NOT a diet plan…

Instead…

It’s a simple ‘Morning Oil’ that alters your body’s Metabolic Commands [7]…

Forcing your body to almost effortlessly burn off fat, just like the people in the 
Muffin Experiment did. [1]

You see…

Before these scientists started the “muffin experiment”…

They knew that it would be tough for ordinary Americans to lose fat and keep 
it off.

After all…

The latest research from Columbia University, Harvard, Yale, and Johns 
Hopkins School of Medicine all show that… [8] [9] [10] [11]

You’ve lost a key fat-burning gene.

Now before I tell you more about this lost fat-burning gene, and how you can 
mimic it’s effects today to trigger total-body fat loss…

You should that because you’ve lost this key fat-burning gene, this means it 
doesn’t matter how little food you eat…

Or whether you train like an athlete in the gym…

You will always struggle to trim down your body fat.

This is why so many people experience the yo-yo fat-loss effect…

Where they work so hard to slim down, just to see all the fat they lost return a 
few months later.

You may have even experienced this yourself…
  
Scientists call this Body-Weight Homeostasis. [9]

And here’s how it works:

Your fat cells are constantly sending metabolic commands to your 
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brain. [7]

And these metabolic commands tell your brain to regulate your body’s 
metabolism.

Your brain can do this by regulating your temperature and producing 
hormones that influence your body weight. [12]

   
There are 3 types of Metabolic Commands your fat cells can send:

⦁ Firstly, there’s the Metabolic GAIN Command – which slows 
down your metabolism, so you gain more body fat.

⦁ Next is the Metabolic HOLD Command – which maintains 
your metabolism to hold onto existing body fat.

And finally, and most importantly…

⦁ There’s the Metabolic BURN Command – which speeds up your 
metabolism to burn off your body fat.

As you can see…

The Metabolic Commands your fat cells send determines how much fat your 
body stores.

This means if you want to lose fat… and keep it off 
for good… your fat cells need to send more 

Metabolic BURN Commands.

Now if you’re like most people who struggle to lose weight…

Then your Metabolic Commands are constantly telling your body to 
cling on to all of its fat.

And in a lot of cases, they’re even telling your body to pile on MORE fat.

Why does this happen?

There’s actually a simple explanation. 

It’s all got to do with the difference between us humans and chimpanzees.

And as strange as that sounds…

Let me ask you an odd question that I promise will explain everything…

Have you ever seen a fat chimpanzee?
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I know I haven’t…

Most chimpanzees I’ve seen are incredibly lean and muscular.

[IMAGE BESIDE TEXT OF A LEAN LOOKING CHIMPANZEE]

We share 99% of our DNA with primates…

Yet while most primates enjoy an average body-fat percentage of less than 
9%...

The average American’s body-fat percentage is a whopping 34%. [13]

That makes humans almost 4 times FATTER than chimpanzees!

Now, the fact that humans are chubbier than chimps is not breaking news. 
However…

In June of 2019, researchers from Duke University pinpointed the exact 
reason WHY humans are the plumpest primate. [14]

And pay close attention to this…

Because understanding this one thing is the key to burning off fat easily.

After examining the DNA of both chimps and humans…

… the researchers found one recurring snippet of DNA that is deactivated in 
humans.

This snippet of DNA is called Nuclear Factor 1-A.

And this Nuclear Factor 1-A gene promotes fat burning…

It signals chimp fat-cells to send Metabolic BURN Commands to promote 
the breakdown of stored body fat. [15]

It’s how chimps stay so effortlessly lean…

… without giving a second thought to what they eat, or even how much they 
eat.

And in a minute…

You’ll discover the exact ‘Morning Oil’ Columbia University scientists 
discovered can mimic the effects of the Nuclear Factor 1-A gene…
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So you can reactivate YOUR Metabolic BURN Commands for easy fat 
loss...

And rid yourself of your ‘fat suit’ to bring out the happier version of yourself 
that you can be proud of.

But why did humans lose this nuclear fat-burning 
gene in the first place?

Researchers believe that our DNA changed in response to needing more 
stored-fat, to fuel our growing, hungry brains.

You see, since the beginning of time…

It’s widely believed the human brain has tripled in size [16]…

This helped us humans rise above the Animal Kingdom and develop civilized 
societies.

But all that brainpower came with a hefty cost.

Fatness!

That’s because the human brain uses more energy, pound-for-pound,
than any other tissue we know of.

So deactivating the Nuclear Factor 1-A gene meant our ancestors could store 
more body fat to fuel their growing brains.

But…

Deactivating the Nuclear Factor 1-A gene is also 
what makes it so hard for us all to lose fat today!

Because instead of activating your metabolic BURN commands to melt off fat 
like a chimp…

You’re now trapped activating your metabolic GAIN & HOLD commands [17]. 

This makes it incredibly easy to pile on the pounds.

It’s why it’s so tough to stick to your New Year’s fat-loss resolutions, or to get 
into shape for your summer vacation.

And even when you manage to burn a few pounds of fat…

These metabolic gain & hold commands make it incredibly challenging to keep 
that fat off.
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So if you’ve ever lost a ton of weight, only to regain it all back again, you now 
know your metabolic burn & hold commands are to blame.

And with your body’s genetics working against 
you like this, it’s no wonder losing weight is such a 

struggle.

Plus the worst part is:

Even if you’re busting your gut in the gym each day…

With hour-long hardcore workouts…

And starving yourself on a calorie-restricted diet with nothing but bland 
‘health foods’…

Your body is still going to desperately cling onto 
every ounce of fat it can. [18]

That’s why diets never seem to work for us.
  
And that’s why you might feel frustrated and embarrassed when you end up 
regaining every ounce of fat you fought so hard to lose.

But I’m here to tell you, you’re not a failure, and you don’t need to feel 
embarrassed.

Because despite what many fitness gurus and so-called health experts will tell 
you…
  

It’s not your fault that you can’t lose weight!

You see, all the mainstream fat-loss advice telling you to:

⦁ Eat less…
⦁ Exercise more…
⦁ Cut out carbs…
⦁ And follow the latest fad diet…

All that advice is pitting you against your body’s own genetics, and your 
deactivated fat-burning gene…

Because that deactivated Nuclear Gene is forcing your body to hold on to every 
pound of fat it can, as if your life depended on it. [18]

But don’t worry: 
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Because when Ivy League Scientists discovered how the deactivated 
Nuclear Factor 1A gene is keeping people fat…

Researchers started searching for an alternative way
to reactivate Metabolic BURN Commands in 

humans…

… without the Nuclear Factor 1A gene.

So it’s with great excitement that I can share with you…

After multiple years of research and clinical trials…

They finally cracked the code…

Scientists at Columbia University have discovered 
how you can activate your Metabolic BURN 

Commands with a ‘Morning Oil’ [1] …

By mimicking the effects of your deactivated Nuclear Factor 1-A
gene…

So you can start automatically burning off all of your unwanted body fat as 
easy as a chimpanzee!

Scientists have found this Morning Oil can almost instantly switch your 
body from fat-storage mode to fat-burning mode. [19]

And the best part is:

It doesn’t matter if you’re a woman or a man…

… or if you’re twenty-five or seventy-five…

… or if you’ve tried everything under the sun to slim down, and nothing has 
worked for you!

Because what these Ivy League scientists 
discovered is so simple, and so effective, anyone 

can do it.

Whether you’re just looking to shrink your belly a little…

So you can look good in your favorite pair of jeans again…
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Or whether you want to get rid of massive amounts of fat from all over your 
body…

And have your partner look at you with the same glint of admiration and 
respect in their eyes they had for you the day you first met.

You can take as much, or as little, of this ‘Morning Oil’ as you need to achieve 
your weight-loss goals.

I genuinely believe this new discovery is going to be a gamechanger for you.

And I’m incredibly excited to share all the details with you right now!
                                                                                              

It all started when Dr. Marie-Pierre and her team 
of Columbia University Scientists…

… recruited 31 men & women for a 
groundbreaking fat-loss experiment. [1]

These 31 men & women were all clinically overweight…
                                                                 
And they had all been trapped at their current body weight for at least 
the past 6 months.

But this study set out to find if a little-known Morning Oil could help them 
lose weight easily and almost effortlessly…

For this study…

The men & women were given blueberry & cranberry muffins to eat for 
breakfast each morning.

16 study participants were given muffins loaded with 10 grams of 
the special Morning Oil.

While the remaining 15 men & women were given ordinary muffins without
the Morning Oil.

And here’s where things got really interesting…

After just 4 weeks, the people eating Morning Oil 
Muffins had already burned off 3.75lbs of body fat.

That’s almost 1 pound of fat loss per week… 

… every single week, like clockwork…
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Just from eating these Morning Oil Muffins!

And remember:

All of these study participants had previously been trapped at their current 
weight for over 6 months…

… struggling to lose even an ounce of fat!

But as soon as they started eating these Morning Oil Muffins…

… the fat started melting off their bodies like magic.

Plus, it gets even better:

Because at the end of the experiment…

The participants eating the ‘Morning Oil’ Muffins lost 56% more 
weight… AND…

… burned over 6 & ½ times more belly fat…

… compared to those eating the regular muffins.

Therefore, proving just how effective this Morning Oil is at slimming down 
your waist…

… and ridding your body of all its unwanted fat.

But what makes this ‘Morning Oil’ such a brilliant 
fat burner?

Remember those Metabolic BURN Commands I was telling you about just a 
moment ago?

The Metabolic Burn Commands that are activated by the Nuclear Factor 1A 
gene in chimps…

So they stay effortlessly lean, without thinking twice about how much they 
eat.

Well…

This Morning Oil activates YOUR Metabolic BURN 
Commands… just like the Nuclear Factor 1A Gene 

does in Chimps… 
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… Jumpstarting your metabolism into fat-burning mode.

So you can feel proud of your body again…

With the confidence to wear clothes that show off your body, instead of 
covering up your belly like it’s something to be ashamed of.

Now to understand how this Morning Oil does this…

You just need to know what it is made from…

And how this can create a dramatic metabolic shift inside your fat 
cells…

… cranking your body’s fat-burning processes up into high gear.
  

This ‘Morning Oil’ is made up of MCTs.
  
And more specifically, a very special type of MCTs. 

(Not just the normal kind you might find at your local health store.)

But what exactly are MCTs?

MCT stands for Medium Chain Triglycerides.

Now I know that’s a bit of a mouthful, and may sound quite complicated, but…

The way MCT’s work is incredibly simple.

You see, every type of fat is made up of molecules called Triglycerides.

But most of the fats in the food you eat are comprised of long-chain
triglycerides…

And because they have a longer triglyceride chain, they take longer for 
your body to digest.

That’s where MCTs are different…

And pay close attention to this, because…

This is the KEY that gives MCTs the power to 
activate your body’s Metabolic BURN Commands.

Because MCTs have a shorter triglyceride chain than regular fats, your 
body digests them faster. 
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A lot faster!

In fact, they are digested by your body around 10 times quicker than 
regular fats.

And this is important for 2 reasons.

Reason #1:

Since MCTs get metabolized so rapidly…

Your body doesn’t have time to turn them into stored body fat. [20]

Meaning even if you eat WAY too many MCTs, they are unlikely to 
make you fat.

But more importantly…

Reason #2: 

Because these MCTs are absorbed into your body so rapidly…

They practically trick your fat cells into thinking 
you’ve just consumed an enormous amount of food 

[21]…

And this changes the Metabolic Commands your fat cells are sending to 
your brain’s hypothalamus [22]…

Taking those Metabolic Commands that were 
previously saying HOLD FAT, HOLD FAT, HOLD 

FAT…

… And switching them to start shouting BURN 
FAT, BURN FAT, BURN FAT!

Now if you recall earlier…

I told you how your brain’s hypothalamus is like your body’s control 
center.
  

And it has the power to control how much fat your body GAINS, 
HOLDS, or BURNS.

So when your hypothalamus starts receiving Metabolic Commands telling it to 
BURN FAT…
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All of a sudden…

Your body starts producing more heat…

And starts burning off fat effortlessly, like a chimpanzee!

Forcing you to automatically burn a whole heap of 
extra calories… even if you’re just lying on your 

sofa and watching Netflix. [22]

One study from the University of Geneva showed how 15 grams of MCT Oil 
helped people automatically burn an extra 120 calories per day! [23]

And things get even better…

Because when you eat pure MCTs…

Your body also starts producing much more of the satiety hormone, leptin.

It helps you feel fuller.

So you’re more satisfied, and WAY less likely to crave fattening 
foods.

A 2017 study published in the Journal of Physiology and Behavior 
demonstrated this effect…

… when MCT Oil helped participants eat 272 fewer calories per day… 
without even trying. [24]

And now, instead of fighting against your body to 
lose weight…

You’re working WITH your body to lose weight…

It’s like flipping a switch that puts fat loss on easy mode.

Instead of clinging onto rolls of fat that have been making you feel 
unattractive for years…

Your body instantly switches to scorching fat from all your worst problem 
areas.

The best part is…

This change happens almost immediately…
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As soon as you digest just a few grams of this special MCT Oil. 

Remember: that’s because MCTs get metabolized so fast. [25]

And that’s what makes MCTs so amazing!

So by now, you’re probably wondering…
  

How can YOU get your hands on some MCTs, too?

Well MCTs are most commonly found in coconut oil, and palm kernel oil.

However:

Coconut oil and palm kernel oil are NOT a good dietary source of 
MCTs.

That’s because both of these oils also contain lots of Long Chain 
Triglycerides… or LCTs for short. [26]

(These are the normal types of fats that your body digests 10 times slower 
than MCTs.)

Meaning they are 10 times more likely to get stored as body fat.

Now obviously, that’s something you want to avoid.

So that’s why I recommend getting your MCTs 
from a pure MCT Oil Powder instead.

MCT Oil Powder is made by extracting and isolating the MCTs from coconut 
and palm kernel oil…

So you’re just left with 100% MCTs, which help make you skinny…

And none of the bad LCTs that can cause you to pack on the pounds.

This pure MCT powder is what these Columbia University scientists 
used in the muffins…

… that helped 16 ordinary Americans lose 1 pound of fat every 8 days…

And that's what you should use in the muffin recipe I'm about to share with 
you in a moment.

Plus if you don’t want to spend time baking muffins, remember I’m also going 
to show you a shortcut that’ll save you time and be just as effective.
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However, most MCT Oil Powders come with 3 
major problems.

Problem #1: Most MCT Powders use lower-grade MCTs.

Many manufactures cut corners with their MCT Powders…

And use a lower grade MCT called lauric acid to cut down on costs. [27]

That’s because they’d have to charge $80 a jar to maintain their same 
extortionate profit margins if they started using higher-grade MCTs.

But in moment…

I’ll show you a clever way to get these premium high-grade MCTs that 
doesn’t break the bank!

Now the problem with low-grade MCTs like lauric acid is…

They have a longer chain length compared to higher-grade MCTs…

… and this really makes my blood boil!

Because this longer chain length means they are one small step 
away from being LCTs…

… which are the bad fats that cause you to pack on the pounds.

It’s absolutely ridiculous that other companies will sell you these 
dirt-cheap MCTs…

… which defeat the entire purpose of taking MCTs in the first place…

And may even cause you to GAIN more fat, instead of burning it!

So if an MCT powder has lots of lauric acid in it…

… you’ll want to stay clear of it!

And instead, stick with higher-grade MCTs like caprylic acid and 
capric acid.

This brings us on to…

Problem #2: Most MCT Powders have poor mixability.

Many MCT Powders are notoriously hard to mix with water…
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And often end up in a clumpy mess that’s practically impossible to 
consume.

I’ll show you how you can avoid this problem in a minute.

But finally…

Let’s look at…

Problem #3: Most MCT Powders taste yucky!

It’s true!

So many MCT Powders and Oils taste so awful that they’ll make you 
want to gag. And…

As for so-called ‘flavorless’ MCT Powders…

Whether you mix them with water, milk, shakes, or oatmeal…

… they give everything a chalky texture that feels revolting in your 
mouth.

And if your MCT Powder doesn’t taste good, you’re not going to want to 
use it…

Meaning you’ll miss out on so much easy fat-loss. So…

When I realized MCT Powders had these 3 major 
problems, I was fortunately in a situation to do 

something about it.

The first people that came to mind to fix these issues were my friends over at 
WellMe.

That’s because:

WellMe specializes in creating health solutions that go the extra 
mile!

Their team of doctors, pharmacists and nutritionists are leading innovators in 
developing health solutions that are found in nature, and backed by research.

So I knew WellMe would be more than capable of 
creating a new & improved type of MCT Powder.

⦁ An MCT Powder that only contains the same high-grade MCTs used in 
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clinical trials, to deliver the best fat-loss results possible…

⦁ An MCT Powder that doesn’t go clumpy when you mix it with water…

⦁ And an MCT Powder that tastes so good, you actually look forward to 
taking it each day… either as a delicious drink… or baked into some 
tasty breakfast muffins…

After months of research, sourcing the highest-quality ingredients…

… and dialing in the flavor…

…  WellMe went above and beyond to deliver an MCT Powder that stands 
apart from the rest.

It’s called…

Lean MCT™

It’s a tasty cocoa-flavored 2-part formula, consisting of our premium MCT 
Oil mix…

… along with our proprietary metabolism-boosting blend.

Simply stir one scoop into water, milk, or your favorite milk substitute, and 
enjoy the flavor.

It tastes like creamy chocolate milk!

With every sip you take…

The premium MCT Oil starts altering your ‘Metabolic Commands’ 
switching your body into fat-burning mode…

While the metabolism-boosting blend puts your fat burning on high heat, 
accelerating your results.

These unique blends were created and tested by the team at WellMe…

So there’s nothing else quite like them in the world.

The only place you can get them is inside Lean MCT™.

And based on the feedback from people like you…

The WellMe family loves Lean MCT™

Just ask Stephanie Landers, who says:
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"I do have more energy and it has worked for me as an appetite 
suppressant. I've noticed that I've actually lost 4 pounds in the last 7 
days.”

And Desiree Martell who said:

"This really helped boost my weight loss. And as I was going through 
the week, I was not as hungry throughout the day."

Each month, our customers enjoy over XX,XXX servings of our MCT Powder.

Most customers order multiple jars at a time. 

And they love its effects so much, they keep coming back for more!

That’s because:

The ingredients in Lean MCT™ are precisely 
dosed for optimal results

One serving of Lean MCT contains the EXACT same dosage of MCT Oil
used in the Columbia University weight loss study. [1]

Remember: 

That’s the study where the 16 ordinary Americans lost 1lb of fat, every 
8 days…

… just by eating these MCT Oil muffins for breakfast.

That’s why our powder works so well.

And that’s why it’s a research-backed method to alter your Metabolic 
Commands that are keeping you fat…

… switching your body into fat-burning mode...

… so you can regain your energy and passion for life, and love the way 
your body looks every time you see yourself in the mirror. 

What’s more:

WellMe lived up to their reputation of going above-and-beyond…

And on top of creating a fast, easy, and research-backed way to activate your 
body’s fat-burning capacities…
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We added a second blend to turn up the temperature of your body’s 
internal furnace…

… to really accelerate your fat-burning results.

It’s called the…

Metabolism-Boosting Blend™

It’s comprised of 3 different B Vitamins – pyridoxine, folate, and cobalamin.

These B Vitamins are essential for your body to burn through fats, proteins, 
and carbohydrates from the foods you eat [28], [29] …

… so you scorch their energy off fast…

… preventing it from being stored as excess body fat.

This was demonstrated in a 2019 study, published in the medical journal, 
Nutrients…

Where people who consumed more B Vitamins were 38% less likely to be 
obese. [30]

And finally…

None of this matters unless the MCT Powder 
tastes delicious.

Unlike most ‘health powders’ out there…

We insisted Lean MCT™ had to taste superb!

Because frankly, that’s where a lot of powders fall short.

So the team at WellMe spent many months testing, and re-testing, the 
powder’s taste. 

And we’re incredibly excited about how it turned out!

One of our many happy customers, Jennifer Cornoyer, even sent in 
to say:

“It actually tastes pretty good, which I was actually very pleasantly 
surprised.” 

And another, Ben F., told us:
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“At breakfast, I mix a scoop into a glass of milk. It tastes like creamy 
chocolate milk. My toddler always begs for a sip!” 

It’s flavored with all-natural, low-calorie cocoa…

And sweetened with zero-calorie stevia to make it taste extra delicious.

Plus… 

Unlike most MCT powders, it mixes easily with water, without clumping…

So you can drink it each morning…

… to activate your body’s fat-burning mode for the rest of the day, every single 
day.

Or if you’re feeling a little more adventurous…

You can even bake the powder into tasty breakfast muffins…

Just like they did in the groundbreaking Columbia University fat loss study I 
told you about earlier.

In fact, it’s so simple, here’s…

How to bake tasty MCT Powder Muffins in 3 easy 
steps.

Step 1: 

Start by lining your muffin tray with paper muffin cases, and set your 
oven to 400 degrees Fahrenheit.

Step 2:

Take a large bowl and beat 2 eggs lightly for 1 minute with an electric 
mixer.

Add 250ml of semi-skimmed milk…

Plus, 2 scoops of Lean MCT…

And whisk the mix until you have a smooth batter.

Once you’re done whisking, add in 400 grams of self-rising flour, and 
whisk again until your mixture is smooth.
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And…

Step 3:

Finally, you can top off the mix with a handful of blueberries or 
cranberries…

… (just like they did in the Columbia study) to make your muffins taste 
berry-tastic…

… before scooping the mixture into your muffin cases, and baking for 
25 minutes.

As you can see, it’s incredibly simple!

But don’t worry about writing all that down right now.

When you claim your supply of Lean MCT today, you’ll also receive this simple 
recipe.

So you can soon be baking these incredible fat-loss muffins in your kitchen 
with ease.

But remember: 

Even if you don’t feel like baking muffins…

You can always enjoy your Lean MCT as a tasty-beverage that takes less than 
30 seconds to make!

With Lean MCT our WellMe family is 
reporting…

⦁ Compliments from their friends, co-workers, and family about how 
they’re looking so much slimmer…

⦁ Feeling full and satisfied all day long, with no more intense cravings for 
fattening foods…

⦁ Finally fitting into their favorite clothes again, that have been collecting 
dust in their closets for years…

⦁ Getting more attention from their partners…

⦁ And here’s what I’m most proud of: the women & men who try 
LeanMCT ™ are reporting feeling more body-confident than they 
have in years…
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But don’t just take my word for it…

Here’s what just a few of the folks who’ve tried Lean MCT are saying:

Amber Parsons is excited to report:

“I just take it after my breakfast in the morning. It definitely keeps me 
full. The huge thing I have noticed with it is an increase in energy." 

And Desiree Martell happily said:

"It would help me stay full until about 4pm. Like I feel good, I feel 
great. I have a lot of energy and I'm more focused on what I'm doing 
throughout the day.”

No other natural fat-loss support supplement has achieved anything like the 
dramatic results that I’ve seen in our Lean MCT customers.

Which is why Lean MCT is one of WellMe’s most popular health supplements.

Most customers order multiple jars at a time, and keep coming back to restock 
their supplies.

But the only downside to this surge in demand for Lean MCT is that it 
sometimes goes out of stock.

We only order our ingredients from the highest quality suppliers who we 
trust…

And we put every single batch of Lean MCT through strict quality-control 
measures to ensure every bottle is certified non-GMO, Guaranteed Pure, and 
Made in the USA.

This level of quality assurance takes it’s time…

So any slow down in our delicate farm-to-bottle process can mean Lean MCT 
is unavailable for a few weeks or even months.

But with all that being said…

I hate to imagine anyone continuing to feel hopelessly trapped 
with their fat…

And ashamed of their own body…

All because their Metabolic Burn Commands are not being triggered.

Especially when there’s such a simple, natural solution to rapidly activate your 
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Metabolic Burn Commands with MCTs.

After all, it’s as simple as mixing 1 scoop of Lean MCT with 8 
ounces of water, milk, or your favorite milk alternative…

Or if you are feeling a little more adventurous, you can follow the simple 
Muffin Recipe that comes with your jars of Lean MCT…

And get your daily dose inside your breakfast muffins.

But here’s the vital part:

It’s important you take Lean MCT every day
for at least 30 days.

Because while the fat-burning benefits start to work on a molecular level from 
Day 1…

The longer you use your Lean MCT…

The longer your body can keep triggering your Metabolic Burn Commands 
helping you continue to slim down into a body you’ll love.

But if you miss a day of Lean MCT, your body could slip back into fat-gaining 
mode, and reverse your progress.

That’s why it’s so important you don’t miss a day. 

And also keep in mind the breakfast muffin study we looked at from Columbia 
University. 

That study lasted 16 weeks…

And showed how participants lost more and more fat over time.

So while improvement happens quickly, it gets 
even better the longer you use it.

That’s why I recommend that you claim at the very least a 3-month supply of 
Lean MCT…

Or if you’re very determined to achieve a slimmer body 
your partner will admire, and that you can be proud 

of…

Claim your complete 6-month supply for the most guaranteed results.
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Plus, because Lean MCT is only available on this website…

By claiming 6-month supply, you won’t have to worry about us running out of 
stock any time soon due to high demand.
  
Now due to the laws of supply and demand…

You can probably understand why the regular retail price of Lean MCT is $69 
for a 30-day supply.

But that just doesn’t sit right with me…

Not because I think the price is unreasonable.

After all, joining a gym to lose weight will easily set you back over $300 a 
year…

And hiring a personal trainer would cost you $300 a month… 

If not more!

And if you were to try the latest trendy fat-loss diet – that isn’t backed by 
nearly the same level of research as this MCT Oil – and comes with ZERO 
guarantees…

You’ll end up spending thousands of dollars extra on groceries each year…

… just to eat food you don’t even like!

But for us, this isn’t about making money. 

It’s WellMe’s mission to help millions of people, 
just like you, achieve amazing fat-loss 

transformations…

… so they can start feeling proud and confident in the way they look!

So while I do believe that $69 per jar wouldn’t be unreasonable…

I insisted to WellMe’s Chief Financial Officer that Lean MCT™ be as 
affordable as possible.

That’s why we’re offering a temporary discount on a one-month supply of 
Lean MCT.

But better still…
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We’ve created a special discount program for first-time customers.

So the more jars you order, the more you save!

Most of our customers stock up and claim multiple bottles.

And I recommend choosing the 6-month supply to guarantee the best fat-loss 
results, and lock in the biggest savings.

Plus on top of those savings, WellMe is covering 100% of the cost for shipping 
and handling.

But I must warn you…

This discount program and free shipping is only available for a limited time, 
and only while stocks last.

And because I want you to be 100% confident in your decision to start your 
fat-loss journey today, you’ll be backed by…

The WellMe 100% Satisfaction Guarantee:

We believe our customers deserve the very best we have to give…

So we work to the highest industry standards in everything we do.

Lean MCT™ is formulated by a team with decades of medical experience…

And backed by thorough research, sound medical proof, and external auditing 
for your peace of mind.

That’s why we can confidently guarantee…

You’ll either love how Lean MCT™ helps fat melt off your body with ease…

… or we’ll refund you 100%, no questions asked.

We won’t even ask you to return your jars.

That means you either love Lean MCT™ or you get your money back with a 
simple phone call or email. (The contact info is printed on each jar).

Now you’ve seen how Lean MCT™ activates your Metabolic BURN 
Commands to promote fat loss…

And you’ve seen how each serving includes the EXACT dosages of MCT shown 
in clinical trials to deliver groundbreaking fat-loss results…

Plus you’ve  also seen how thousands of people just like you are enjoying Lean 
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MCT™ to achieve their dream body goals.

Now the power is in your hands, and it’s 
decision time.

You’ve got two choices you could make.

Choice #1:

You could choose to ignore all of this.

Ignore the fact that there’s a new research-backed way to stop your 
body clinging onto fat…

… and instantly switch your body from fat-storage mode to fat-burning 
mode.

Ignore the incredible results of the Columbia University study…

… where 16 ordinary Americans, just like you, easily lost 1lb of fat every 
8 days, like clockwork…

… with the same form of high-grade MCTs you can get your 
hands on today.

And you could let the curiosity and hope you have about this MCT Oil 
Powder fade away.

That’s a legitimate decision…

And if that’s what you choose to do, we support you in making that 
decision.

But before you make up your mind…

Let me ask you one quick question:

If you’ve been trapped in an overweight body for years…

… feeling unattractive and dissatisfied with the way you look…

Or if you feel yourself getting heavier, more tired, and more fed up with 
your daily belly fat struggles…

And if you’ve tried diets and exercise regimes before, only to yo-yo back 
to where you started…

What’s going to change for you if you don’t 
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take action today?

If you’re sick of pretending to the world that you’re ‘OKAY’ with the 
body you have right now…

What’s going to free you from being trapped inside your layers of fat…

… and allow you to finally get the body that you really desire?

The bottom line is:

You’re not going to achieve your fat-loss goals by doing the 
same things that have already failed you in the past.

If you want fat-loss success…

You have to be open to trying something new, and research-backed like 
Lean MCT™.

Which brings us onto…

Choice #2:

Instead of giving up the hope you feel today for achieving your ideal 
body…

Hold onto that feeling and let it guide you towards achieving 
a trimmer body.

A body that your partner will love…

And more importantly, a body that YOU can be proud of!

Now that you’ve seen how easy it is to activate your Metabolic 
BURN Commands with high-grade MCT Powder…

And you’ve seen how well it’s already working for thousands of WellMe 
customers…

Your next step is to experience that fat-loss 
success for yourself.

You deserve to be in great shape…

And hear compliments from all your friends about how much 
slimmer you’re looking…

And smile to yourself when they all ask you “what your ‘secret’ is!”
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You deserve to feel excited about walking around with your 
newly-toned belly on show at the beach…

… because of how confident it makes you feel.

And you deserve to look at yourself in the mirror and LOVE 
what you see!

Making that dream a reality is well within your reach. Because…

Those are the kind of real results people like 
you are already experiencing with Lean 

MCT™…

And there’s no reason why you can’t join them!

All the clinical trials and research behind our ingredients have shown…

… the longer you keep taking these pure MCTs, the more fat 
you can burn.

Plus…

Because our MCT Oil Powder can reduce your food cravings, and help 
you keep off the weight you’ve lost…

It makes a lot of sense to make Lean MCT™ a permanent part of your 
daily routine.

That way…

You’re activating your Metabolic BURN Commands every 
single day…

Which will help keep your body in fat-burning mode for the long haul…

And prevent your body from slipping back into its old fat-storing AND 
fat-gaining ways.

So if you’re ready to create your own fat-loss success story, the time to act is 
NOW.

We stock a limited supply of Lean MCT™… 
and jars are flying off the shelves fast.

So I really can’t stress enough how important it is that you act quickly if you 
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want to secure your own supply.

And remember…

It’s all completely risk-free thanks to the WellMe No-Questions-Asked, 6-
Month, 100% Money-Back Guarantee.

Either you get massive fat-loss results…

… or you get all your money back. 

You’ve got nothing to lose, apart from your unwanted fat.

So what are you waiting for?

Just select your quantity of jars below, and choose how much you want to 
save.

Each jar has a 2-year shelf life, so I recommend that you…

Choose the largest supply for the biggest 
savings.

                                                            

Please click below to claim your 6-Month 
Supply of Lean MCT™, right now… 

… or whichever size supply is right for 
YOU… and start your fat-loss success 

journey today.

Questions from the Community:

What ingredients are inside Lean MCT?

Here’s a full list of all the research-backed, fat-burning ingredients 
you’ll get in every serving of  Lean MCT.

[IMAGE OF LABEL]

How do I know Lean MCT is pure & safe?

As is suggested when starting any new health program, we recommend 
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that you consult with your personal physician before you get started.

But rest assured, you can be confident in the purity and safety of Lean 
MCT.

It is manufactured to the strictest standards.

And we also focus on only using natural ingredients that your body 
already knows how to use, and which gently, naturally support your 
health.

What kind of effects will I feel from taking Lean MCT?

The ingredients inside Lean MCY have been scientifically shown to 
activate your Metabolic BURN Commands, to get your body burning fat 
faster than ever before
What’s more, numerous clinical studies have shown how the 
ingredients can also reduce feelings of hunger, speed up the 
metabolism, and increase energy levels.

How long will it take to feel the effects?

In the ‘muffin study’ from Columbia University, participants reported 
losing a pound of body fat in just over a week, and almost 4 pounds 
after 1 month.

However, your results may vary as everybody is unique. You might 
experience faster results than that, or your results may come slightly 
slower. 

But to see results from Lean MCT as quickly as possible…

… we recommend taking the powder as directed on the jar, eating a 
healthy diet, and keeping active.

How quickly will I receive my order?

We will process your order as soon as you claim your supplies at the 
order link on this page. And your order will then arrive on your 
doorstep within 7-10 business days, if not sooner.

How do I take Lean MCT?

Just mix 1 scoop of powder with 6-8 ounces of water, milk, or milk-
alternative of your choice…

… to enjoy a deliciously-chocolatey, low-calorie beverage. 
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Or bake the powder into brownies for a tasty breakfast treat.

Most customers prefer to enjoy their Lean MCT in the morning. That 
way, they can enjoy the benefits throughout the rest of the day.

What if I’m not happy - can I get my money back?

While the ingredients inside Lean MCT can benefit everyone who takes 
them, it remains a fact that results can vary.

If you’re not happy with Lean MCT for any reason, even if the jars are 
empty, simply contact us for a complete refund.

We won’t even ask you to send back the jars.
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